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This is my third picture book to give inspiration how the 

seaweeds can be used in cooking. Some of You may have seen 

some of the pictures before. You know I õm a Seaweed man  and a 

chef who cook with seaweed just to take good care of myself.  

When what I do with  it  a day looks good and taste awesome,  I 

share story about it the same day mostly at Facebook. But that 

book really isn õt a book. It õs way too much work to roll/scroll 

back and see what I published the last ten years. That õs why I 

make these picture books. They really arenõt cooking books and 

they don õt need to be because there is  a smorgasbord of seaweed 

cooking books if You search for it . This is only a lit tle further 

inspiration and if not anything else just some nice pictures to 

look at.  

I don õt claim to have © on my picture books. All in them are 

already shared by the principle to share is to care. The idea is 

that it is popular information  about how to u se seaweed in the  

food . Thus ; the PDF -file of the book is free to share by anyone.  

But naturally if someone wants to publish this book on paper,  

they don õt do it without asking me . That little © I do claim.  

My contact information  is : 

Thorkil Degn Johansson  

thorkil.johansson@gmail .com  

+45 20 71 93 87  

 

mailto:thorkil.johansson@gmail


 

It õs very simple to create seaweed butter.  

Let it become soft at room temperature  

and mix it with seaweed You like.  

This is powder of Sealettuce and  

the little red Seatruffle.  



 

Waves in a Green Ocean?  

Not really.  

It õs just mixing  

that butter  

with the mentioned  

seaweeds.  

In this case  

done by hand  

with a spoon.  

 

 

 



 

Wild growing Danish Dulse  

being dried in the Sun . 

Taste perfect if You have no problem with salty taste.  



 

It looks like ordinary sourdough bread  

but it isn õt.  

In a dough at 6 kilo  

there was 125  

grams of granuled  

Dulse.  

 



 

My good friend Jasmin Clausen  

made this painting for me.  

If You have troubles  

fin ding the seaweed  

You need to ask a Mermaid for help.  



 

You are at a mix it yourself salad bar.  

But there is  no seaweed to add.  

Naturally you have some  

in a little box in Your handbag  

and just sprinkle it on the top.  

 

 



 

Little flakes of Dulse  

are perfect to add  

to lemon mousse . 

Oh Me Oh My é it tastes  good.  

 

 

 

 



 

The Fucus family of seaweed has  

wings to fly with é 

sometimes.  

 

 

 

 



 

Seaweed can also be extracted in alcohol.  

Iõve done it many times  

with different seaweeds.  

This is Dulse from  

Grand Manan Is land.  



 

Why did I let this collage be a kind of holy  

to look at?  

Well.  

I would not mind serving  garlic  

to the Gods in Valhalla  

made like this  

because the taste is divine.  

It is just a little bit of oil and some seaweed salt making the 

whole difference  being baked in the oven . 

 



 

I made this creation being in Norway to pick seaweed.  

Some people think Egg wrack isn õt edible.  

These babies of it at the top was just blanched  

and lovely to eat.  

The meat is air - dried and salted lamb . 

 



 

This is a setup of guacamole.  

The seaweed is the green thing bottom left.  

It õs soaked granules of Egg wrack  

also has the name Ascophyllum  nudosom.  

Top of the collage is the result . 

 



 

The flakes of seaweed at the smoked cheese  

is something special. It is a  mix of 8 different  

seaweeds, some red, some green and some brown  

Made by Prannie Rhatigan running  

The Irish Seaweed Kitchen.  



 

As You can see it õs bacon and pasta.  

The seaweed on top is mature spaghetti seaweed.  

It also has the name Himanthalia elongata . 

 

 



 

 

I add when You have that lot of it store it in a jar  

with no access of daylight. Otherwise,  the green  

seaweeds wither and become white to look at.  

They are so sensitive to daylight.  

 



 

 

For more than twenty years the D octors  

in World Health Organisation WHO have tried  

to teach humans it õs a good idea to have some  

more Iodine than the National  

Health Authorities recommend.  

They a re not really being listened to.  

Many people do not even get the minimum  

of what their body need dai ly . 

It would  have been nice if WHO  

said to the People:  

It's only when You use  

a little seaweed  

in Your food daily  

You can be sure  

to have enough Iodine.  

But they don õt do that.  

 



All they say is people living in coastal areas  

seem not to have any Iodine def iciency . 

When ever the subject of Iodine  

is at debate there is always  

someone saying:  

OMG we can also get too much  

Iodine and have problems  

with health can õt we?  

The answer is:  

If You have well working  

kidneys then You have no trouble  

with too much Iodine  

because Your kidneys  

will just excrete it.  

It õs only when Your kidneys  

are having trouble  

with excretion  

You need to be  

careful.  

It õs very simple  

to find out  

how well working  

Your kid n eys are.  

It õs just a little blood test  

and Your Doctor  

can tell You.  

Whe n studying the table be aware  

1 µg is only a million part of 1 gram.  

In 1 milligram there are 1000 µg.   



 

 

 

This illustration is just to show the content of Iodine is very 

much different in different kinds of seaweed.  

But as said only people with kidney issues  

need to use seaweeds with only very little  

Iodine in them.  

As example when using Dulse  

one can be sure not to have  

more Iodine than the body need.  



 

  

Unfortunately,  it õs only within ½ a year  

after harvest and drying the cute little  

ôweed Pel vetia canaliculata é Dulaman é 

can be blanched to look as green as this.  



 

I need to go to Norway to pick that  

Pelvetia canaliculata é Sauetang é 

because it does not grow  

in Denmark where I live.  



 

Personally I don õt mind when Pelvetia canaliculata  

is brown to look at when cooking with it,  

because it is a brown seaweed  

and I have no reason to think  

the content of nutrient is lower  

just because of the color.  

 



 

Nevertheless  as long as I can make  

it green to look at I do that.  

The salmon i s wild salmon  

from Iceland.  

 

 



 

This Pelvetia canaliculata  

I had pickled  

and ate it with the meat  

and guacamole.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

I was visiting the Family of Pran nie Rhatigan  

at Streedagh House , Sligo, Ireland.  

While I was there She told me  

Dulse and walnuts is something  

particularly good. Therefore being back home  

I made this mix of walnuts and honye  

and added flakes of Dulse to it  

and ate it in small packages of cabbage.  



 

In my life it has become tradition in the springs  

to make pesto with wild garl ic and the seaweed  

bladder wrack . Maybe I could make a lot,  

freeze some and eat it the whole year.  

But I like the idea there is seasons  

for things. It makes sense . 

Also because my freezer  

is very little.  



 

Spring time  is also the time for me  

to do something with  

bladder wrack  

and flowers  

in my  

salads.  

 



 

Green seaweed butter on the bread.  

Wild garlic even a flower of it  

and g ranule d  Dulse  

on the shrimps  

where there is  

also aioli.  

 



 

My friend Caroline Haukeland run the company  

Polar Algae in Hammerfest in northern Norway.  

Hammerfest is at an Island where reindeers  

are living. At winter season they are up  

in the highland. At early summer season  

they come down to the lowland and the coa st.  

She has documented for me the first thing  

the reindeers do is to go and find  

some seaweed they can eat.  

 



 

This is the picture Caroline Haukeland  

send to me to document the reindeers  

eat seaweed at low tide . 

Sheeps and cattle do likewise  

when they have  free access  

to the coast specially  

when they are pregnant.  

They know by instinct  

they need enough Iodine  

to have healthy babies.  

It's a shame human females  

do not have such instinct.  



 

This is Irish Maybel . 

She lives with Wild Atlantic Way Products  

close to the coast.  

Every noon she is free  

to go and eat some sloak.  

Picture was originally shared  

by Marie Power who runs  

the company.  

I have Maries written permission  

to share the picture.  

I really wonder why  

the animals are more wise  

when it co mes to the question:  

Should I eat some seaweed  

or shouldn õt I???  

 

 



 

This is another of my early  

summer traditions.  

Those wildflowers  

are lovely to  

look at  

while eating  

and they taste lovely.  

The seaweed used  

in the fried egg  

is pieces of  

bladder wrack.  

Underneath the fried eggs  

there are rye bread  

with cheese.  

 

 



 

 

Little pieces of Chondrus  crispus ...  

Irish moss ... seen at a  

Danish mussel bed.  

The reason why  

the picture looks pro  

is Google Photos  

robot made some changes  

on my photo.  

I accepted.  



 

 

 

 

 

This larger piece of Irish moss  

I found at a seaweed  

harvest at Djursland.  

I don õt make much pudding  

but I have started  

to use this seaweed  

in soups,  

but photos were no good  

so it waits  till my  

number 4 picture book.  



 

 

   

Add some crushed garlic to I  fraiche  

and some seaweed salt as spice  

can hardly go wrong . 

It õs lovely to use as dipping  

for what You see.  

 



 

Now that I talk about seaweed salt.  

On my spice rack in my kitchen  

I had 18 jars with homemade  

seaweed salts and other spices.  

Because of new seaweed products  

coming in, I had to make space on the rack.  

Therefore I mixed the content of these 18 jars  

in one food container with a kilo in it.  

This spice is fantastic.  

There are all kinds of seaweed in it,  

red, green and brown and a lo t more +  

different kinds of sea salt.  

Any kind of food where I use this mix  

taste a whole lot better.  

That wasn õt the plan but it works like that.  

 



 

Springtime creation.  

It õs beef tartar sprinkled  

with flakes of seaweed.  



 

 

The brown stuff at the slices of potato  

is soaked granules of Egg wrack.  

At the eggs it õs Prannies  

mix of Irish seaweeds.  

 



 

Very simple and very well testing.  

It õs pieces of salad with aioli  

sprinkled with flakes of  

Dulse.  



 

 

Fried egg with larger flakes of Dulse  

from Iceland.  

At the top of the yolk it is  

seaweedsalt with Sugarkelp flakes.  

In Iceland seaweed is Tara.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

These flakes of Dulse I bought online  

from Mara Seaweed.  

No problem though I live in Denmark  

And they are in Scotland.  

 



 

There is seaweed in the bread.  

There is seaweed in the pesto.  

And as You can see there is  

sprinkled with Dulse  

on the top.  



 

 

In the season of strawberries,  they are nice  

to eat with crème  and flakes of Dulse.  

 

 

 



 

Dulse flakes can be used as just  

a little something  

on the food  

+ 2 grams of powdered  

bladderwrack packed in capsules.  

 

 



 

Larger flakes of Dulse springlet on two things.  

Below marinated raw salmon.  

Above a kind of salad.  

 

 

 



 

The collage is herring and eggs  

in different variants  

all springled with  

different kinds  

of small flakes  

of seaweed -  

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Seaweed and wild garlic in the pesto.  

Nordic Tangsalt on the eggs.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

Made this creation at Trine Hjelbaks birthday  with  baby 

grisetang she had picked in Norway and pickled . 

 



 

 

 

 

This is use of the green seaweed butter Iõve shown in the 

production of in the  beginning of this book . 

NOTE the little piece of Truffleseaweed right under the yellow 

flower. Cute Y. LOL.  

 



 



 

 

 

 

There is seaweed in the hummus and the crushed seeds of 

sesame are mixed with powdered grisetang and Viking 

smoked salt. Tas te is divine. LOL.  



 

 

 

 

Halleluja  

 


